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Distributed System for
Automatic Improvement of
Adaptive Website Navigation
Summary
Communication with clients is now largely conducted through websites, whether it
comes to business, scientific, or educational activities. Considering that a dynamic
website contains a growing amount of information, the issue of efficient navigation
through websites allowing quick access to desired content is imperative. Adaptive
websites can customize their navigation based on knowledge gained from previous
user behaviour. Discovering such knowledge is a process that engages significant
resources, and it is convenient to have it organized by the use of one or more servers.
This paper describes the architecture of distributed systems for improving navigation
through a greater number of adaptive websites. High flexibility, efficiency and reliability
of the performance, as well as saving user’s time and effort, can be obtained as a
result of this system’s usage.
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1. Introduction

A variety of commercial, scientific or educational
activities are performed using the advantages of the
Internet. Designers of dynamic web sites are faced
with increasing challenges when it comes to
organizing large amounts of information in such a
way that includes quick access to relevant
information and does not require too much user
effort. Designers’ vision of optimal navigation may
not match the vision of users’ optimal navigation.
Also, over time, the needs of users change, which
is another reason for using web usage mining
techniques, in order to discover the knowledge on
the basis of previously reported activities of users.
According to Bošnjak (2008) “As in all data
analysis problems, data is the most important issue.
The correct interpretation of input data in great
deal influences the success of the analysis process
itself.” (p. 14)
According to Bošnjak (2010), “There are three
constituents of web mining: content mining, usage
mining and structure mining. As most web servers
keep logs, the most common data sources are Web
access logs (clikcstream data).” (p. 32)
Adaptive websites can enhance navigation
based on previous user behaviour models. In
practice, the process of discovering knowledge
requires considerable resources and, it is desirable
to have it relocated on a special server which would
be dealing with only this kind of processing. A
system containing multiple servers could provide
conditions in which such processing would be
performed faster and more reliably than the

processing performed on a single server. The
advantages of the web site’s usage, whose
improvement of navigation is automated after
initial setup, are very clear. The goal is to obtain the
architecture of the distributed system for already
mentioned optimization, which is flexible, easily
scalable, fault and dismissals tolerant, and
appearing as a compact unit to customers.
2. Adaptive Websites

Adaptive websites are dynamic websites
characterized by the possibility of changing its
organization or display based on the model of
previous user behaviour. In this paper, changes of
navigation are expected based on the analysis of
previously recorded users’ activity. Log files, as
described in Pamnani & Chawan (2010) and
Markov & Larose (2007) can be important source
of information, if user requests for webpages and
files are considered under users’ activities. Web
usage mining is defined in Srivastava, Cooley, &
Deshpande, (2000) as a “process of applying data
mining techniques to the discovery of usage
patterns from web data” (p. 12). So it is possible to
obtain patterns of user behaviour from the
contents of log files using web usage mining
techniques. Conclusions can be drawn out of these
patterns regarding the connection that needs to be
established between previously unrelated web
pages or documents. Improved navigation in
adaptive web sites is most frequently used by
setting hyperlinks between web pages where
necessary.
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3. Previous Studies
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ng to be proceessed and the
location forr storing thee processing results are
placed on the server’s hard disk. The
T
control
B_Common keeps
k
all the configuration
c
database DB
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Figure 1 An architecture
a
of a system for autom
matic improveme
ent of adaptive website
w
navigation
n (according to Eremić
E
2011b)
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Two processes ― “FTP GET” and “FTP
SEND” ― serve to perform the verification of
entrusted tasks in a certain period of time (.eg.
every second). When the time comes for
downloading log files, the “FTP GET” process,
based on the configuration parameters of particular
client, downloads log files from a web server of the
current client using the FTP protocol. Similarly,
when “FTP SEND” determines that the conditions
for sending the results to the client are fulfilled,
results which were not obtained are sent to the
client’s web server using FTP protocol. “Waypost
Processor” is a process that performs the
optimization itself of adaptive website navigation
which uses the log files as an input, and gives a list
of the proposed shortcuts between documents
which are ranked in accordance with the estimated
contribution regarding the saving of time and
effort of the user as an output. Waypost Processor
Manager is a process that periodically checks for
log files on pending and, in case there are any, it
checks the “Waypost Processor” availability for a
new task. If it is available, the task is assigned to
the processor and if not, the task is set to be on
hold until the “Waypost Processor” is available
again for a new task. Usage of multiple servers and
multi-core processors which could support
multiple processes of the “Waypost Processor” is
specified as the direction of further development
of this architecture.
4. Distributed Architecture of the
System

According to Radosav (2011) “Distributed systems
consist of a set of independent computers
connected by computer networks and equipped
with software support for distributed systems. The
software support enables computers to coordinate
their activities and share system resources hardware, software and data. Users of a distributed
system should notice only one integrated system,
although it may be implemented by using many
different computers in different locations.” (p. 138)
According to Radosav (2011), there are six basic
characteristics that should be ensured in order for
the system to be distributed: resource sharing,
openness, concurrency, scalability, fault tolerance
and transparency.
An architecture of distributed system proposed
in this paper is given in Figure 2. The architecture
consists of a master server (Server0), while other
servers are used for processing, and there can be
more than two of them (server1, server2, ....). The
adaptive websites whose navigation needs to be

improved are hosted on the web servers that are
considered for the clients of this distributed
system. Number of web servers is not limited, and
each of them should allow FTP access and account
that enables downloading log files and accepting
xml files with the results of improvements in
specific folders.
The data which are considered to be data
processing inter-results as well as data processing
results are stored in the corresponding database
tables. What is characteristic of their relationship is
that the amount of data used for obtaining the data
processing results is much larger than the data
representing the data processing outputs. In fact,
when the data processing is performed, it is
necessary to preserve a small part of data which
contains the data processing and key inter-results.
A set of necessary data processing inter-results and
data processing results is called AWMinDataSet in
this article. The existing results can be upgraded
when there is a need for a new log file processing
using AWMinDataSet and data from log files. In
that way, unnecessary data storage is avoided.
Server0 is the main server, which communicates
with clients on the one hand, and with the servers
for processing on the other. It has a database called
DB_Common, which contains the data needed for
communication with the client web server (FTP
account passwords, directories with log files,
folders to store the results...) in the table
“ClientSettings”. There is a table called
“ServerPool”, containing information of the tasks
intended for the system in this database. Both of
these tables are described in more details in Eremić
(2011b). There is also a table called ServerSettings,
containing details of the servers for data processing
in this architecture. “FTP GET” process
periodically checks the “ServerPool” table and
when it finds that it is time to download log files
from a web server, it performs the downloading of
the file, places it in the provided folder and records
successfully performed task or, if the task hasn’t
been successfully completed, it tries to do it again
in the next time period. Similarly, “FTP SEND”
periodically checks for the resulting XML file to be
sent, which is specified in the “ServerPool” and
placed in the appropriate folder. If the conditions
are fulfilled, the resulting XML file which adaptive
Web site reads and uses to improve its own
navigation is sent to the web server using the FTP
protocol. DB_common also contains a set of
necessary inter-results and final results for each
client (AWMinDataSet). The process called
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related databases deals with the optimization of the
adaptive
website.
Database
called
DB_Sx_Common base (x = 1,2, ...) is used for
storing data sent between Waypost Processor
Manager process and Server0 , and it is also used
for storing processes that are on the server waiting
to be processed.
Waypost Processor Manager records the data
about capacities of all the servers used for
processing (CPU speed, number of cores) and the
current availability of all servers in the table
“ServerPool”. When a new task needs to be
assigned, the Waypost Processor Manager selects
the least occupied server and assigns the task to it
based on the data in the “ServerPool” table, and
information about server capabilities (Table
ServerSettings). Allocation of the tasks is done in
the following way: AWMinDataSet is loaded into
DB_Sx_Common along with all the additional data
required for the initial processing. The process
which is currently available periodically checks
DB_Sx_Common database where it finds a new
task, takes it, performs and stores the results again
in the DB_Sx_Common database. Waypost
Processor
Manager
periodically
accesses
DB_Sx_Common server’s databases and if it finds
final processing results, it takes those results and
places them in appropriate folder on Server0 in the
form of an XML file. Meanwhile, it is recorded in
the DB_Common table that the task has been
performed, which means that the results are ready
to be sent to the client’s web server.
The following describes the system in terms of
the six characteristics of distributed systems based
on Radosav (2011):
 Resource sharing – necessary data for
completion of tasks are sent from Server0 to other
servers, then the processing results (data) are
downloaded from the processing server and sent to
Server0. The application for navigation
improvement and database structure are identical
on all servers used for processing;
 Openness is defined as expanding possibility in
different ways. This system can be expanded
simply by assigning new servers for processing
which need to be registered in the “DB_Common”
on Server0, and then to wait for Waypost
Processor Manager to assign the tasks when the
conditions are fulfilled for it;
 Concurrency – There could be multiple servers
for processing, with one or more processors that
may have one or more cores. Assigning new tasks
is done depending on the resource availability. It is
possible that, for example, demanding SQL queries

are run using multiple CPUs if they are available
and accessible. In this way, the execution time of
some demanding tasks is significantly reduced;
 Scalability – There is no limit for adding new
resources or changes in existing resources. The
addition of a new server for the processing is done
by simply connecting the new server to an existing
network system and its registration in the database
DB_Common on the Server0. Also, if there is a
need, for example, for having more powerful
processor on an existing server, the only thing left
to be done after the hardware change is to register
the existence of new capacity in the database
DB_Common on Server0;
 Fauilt tolerance - the system continues to
operate even if there is a cancellation of some
activities or components. If, for example,
downloading log files or sending final results fails,
new attempts are made. Or, if any of the servers
fails, Waypost Processor Manager assigns the tasks
to available servers. Server0 can use RAID
technologies with multiple disks in order to avoid
data loss. It can also use multiple network cards to
provide greater security in communication;
 Transparency - the system components are
hidden from the end user (adaptive web site on the
web server). The client perceives the system as a
whole which it communicates with, and has no
knowledge of certain parts of the system or any
occured error or corrections of errors that
appeared within the system.
The architecture of distributed system for
improvement of the adaptive website navigation
using log files is shown in the figure 2. This
architecture shows a simple situation where there
are two servers for processing, and each server has
a dual-core processor. This architecture can be
extended by adding new servers or adding new and
more powerful processors.
5. An Example

Illustration of the mentioned system will be
provided through the description of a small system
that has two processor servers, where each server
has one dual-core processor (an example is based
on Figure 2). First server has cores coded as 1 and
2 and another has cores coded as 3 and 4. There
are three clients over which the optimization of
navigation is performed every day by downloading
the log files related to the previous day. Looking at
“ServerPool” database table on the date of 10th of
June 2012 at 19:03:15, it can be seen that all the
files that were successfully downloaded on the date
Management Information Systems
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6. Conclusion

A distributed architecture of system for
improvement of multiple adaptive website
navigations based on the usage of log files has been
presented in this paper. The proposed system
includes a server which, on the one hand,
communicates with the clients and on the other,
distributes the tasks to available servers for
processing. Servers used for processing may
contain different numbers of processors and can
be quickly and easily added and removed from the
system. This system has all six characteristics that a
system should possess to be called distributed
according to Radosav (2011). An example of three
database tables’ content from main database for
control of task allocation is listed.

Client

Get

Time

Processing

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Client 1
Client 2
Client 3
Client 1
Client 2
Client 3
Client 1
Client 2
Client 3

1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0

09 Jun 2012 19:01:00
09 Jun 2012 19:02:00
09 Jun 2012 19:03:00
10 Jun 2012 19:01:00
10 Jun 2012 19:02:00
10 Jun 2012 19:03:00
11 Jun 2012 19:01:00
11 Jun 2012 19:02:00
11 Jun 2012 19:03:00

0
0
0
0
1
3
0
0
0

Result
Send

Id

Table 1 Server Pool

1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0

Params

DBC(1)
DBC(2)
DBC(3)

FTP Password

DB Name

Client
Client 1
Client 2
Client 3

FTP Username

1
2
3

Client 1usr
Client 2usr
Client 3usr

Client 1pwd
Client 2pwd
Client 3pwd

…
…
…

Table 3 Server Settings

Id
1
2
3
4

CPU
1
1
2
2

Server
Server1
Server1
Server2
Server2

Speed
2.16 GHz
2.16 GHz
2.16 GHz
2.16 GHz

Description
…
…
…
…

The proposed distributed system allows clients to
experience the system as a whole, while they don’t
have to know anything about composition and
properties of the system. The system itself is easily
scalable, fault -tolerant, resistant to failures of
individual components, and has the possibility of
optimal use of available components.
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